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Audacious Prayers For World Changers
YOUR EPIC LIFE STARTS HERE. In every woman lives a Queen who is
confident, poised, and clear on her calling. She is bold and unapologetic.
Drawing from her spiritual connection and feminine nature, she accesses the
power to manifest her desires and fulfill her purpose. The era of invisible
women is over. Your time to be Queen has arrived. In The Audacity to Be
Queen, women's empowerment and success coach Gina DeVee invites modernday women to embrace the endless possibilities that are rightfully ours.
Permission granted to take ourselves off the back burner financially,
romantically, physically, and socially-and step into our greatness. The days of
dismissing ourselves and our desires end here. No longer must we pretend to
be anything other than brilliant, capable, and fabulous. The world needs women
like us to own our power, raise our standards, and contribute our talents like
never before. When a woman chooses to be a Queen, everyone benefits. With
spectacular flair, beautiful pearls of wisdom, and lifechanging stories of
unexpected triumph, The Audacity to BeQueen takes you on a journey to
empower the Queen within. Gina DeVee shares the steps, exercises,
meditations, prayers, and journal prompts to release all forms of self-doubt
and self-sabotage so you can discover the best version of you. Only from the
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position of Queen can you fulfill your calling, and in this pivotal moment, time
is of the essence. The age of the Queen is now.
Three of Marianne Williamson's previous bestsellers -- A Return to Love, A
Woman's Worth, and Illuminata -- explored the issue of relationships. Now, in
this deeply personal collection of essays, prayers, and self-reflection, she
turns to romantic love. In Illuminata, Williamson wrote that "we experience
God to the extent to which we love, forgive, and focus on the good in others
and ourselves." Now, in Enchanted Love, she writes that "enchanted
partnership begins with the conscious understanding, on the part of two
people, that the purpose of their relationship is not so much material as
spiritual, and the internal skills demanded by it are prodigious." High romance,
she says, "is not about past or future. It is not about practicality. It is not about
society or worldly routines. It is an audacious ride to the center of what is, at
the heart of every person. It is a bold and masterful inquiry into what two
people really are and how we might become, while still on earth, the angels
who reside within us."
New York Times best-selling author Shirer (The Resolution for Women)
brings her most popular speaking topic to print, working from Ephesians
3:20-21 to show how God is our solid rock in life's most trying times.
Thirty years in the making, Audacious is a deep dive into the message that has
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compelled Beth Moore to serve women around the globe. Glancing over the
years of ministry behind her and strengthening her resolve to the call before
her, she came to the realization that her vision for women was incomplete. It
lacked something they were aching for. Something Jesus was longing for. Beth
identifies that missing link by digging through Scripture, unearthing life
experiences, and spotlighting a turning point with the capacity to infuse any
life with holy passion and purpose. What was missing? Well, let's just say, it's
audacious and it's for all of us. And it's the path to the life you were born to
live.
Longing for Revival
The Audacity to Be Queen
Liquid Church
If Not Empire, What?
You Have It In You!
You Are The One
The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night (Annotated)
In the tradition of Guns, Germs, and Steel and Sapiens, a winner of the Royal Society
Prize for Science Books shows how four tools enabled has us humans to control the
destiny of our species "A wondrous, visionary work." --Tim Flannery, scientist and
author of the bestselling The Weather Makers What enabled us to go from simple
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stone tools to smartphones? How did bands of hunter-gatherers evolve into
multinational empires? Readers of Sapiens will say a cognitive revolution -- a
dramatic evolutionary change that altered our brains, turning primitive humans into
modern ones -- caused a cultural explosion. In Transcendence, Gaia Vince argues
instead that modern humans are the product of a nuanced coevolution of our genes,
environment, and culture that goes back into deep time. She explains how, through
four key elements -- fire, language, beauty, and time -- our species diverged from the
evolutionary path of all other animals, unleashing a compounding process that
launched us into the Space Age and beyond. Provocative and poetic, Transcendence
shows how a primate took dominion over nature and turned itself into something
marvelous.
Great for nonbelievers and new Christians, this work of popular-level theology
introduces the person and work of Christ by answering a series of questions about
Jesus. Now in paperback.
* Preface * Lesson 1: Exploring the Excellencies of God * Lesson 2: The Power of God
* Lesson 3: The Goodness of God * Lesson 4: The Wisdom of God * Lesson 5: The
Holiness of God * Lesson 6: The Righteousness of God * Lesson 7: The Wrath of God *
Lesson 8: The Grace of God * Lesson 9: The Sovereignty of God in History * Lesson
10: The Sovereignty of God in Salvation * Lesson 11: The Nearness of God * Lesson
12: The Immutability of God * Lesson 13: The Joy of God * Lesson 14: The Invisibility
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of God * Lesson 15: The Forgiving God * Lesson 16: The Truth of God * Lesson 17:
The Love of God * Lesson 18: The Glory of God
In today's culture, prayer has been all but forgotten. Like a powerful muscle that
atrophies from neglect, the believer who fails to pray becomes extremely carnal and
rife with all kinds of issues. A believer who neglects prayer is like a fish that avoids
water. Prayer is literally the lifeline of the Christian. Life has a way of extracting hope
from its participants, but prayer re-establishes hope. Hope anchors the soul and
allows the fresh sunshine of the love of God to come pouring in. Like the breaking of
the day after a dark night of despair, prayer causes the believer to emerge from
trouble with a new lease on life and anticipation for the future. Finally, a devotional
designed with the extraordinary in mind! This book is written to match the intensity
of the already bold and fearless believer while elevating the confidence and the faith
of those looking to behave more audaciously in their walk with God. Experience 31
days of powerful, unabashed prayer based on God's most incredible promises. It was
created to give Big Dreamers and Big Believers the Big Words to match their Big
Vision. This is prayer not for the faint-hearted but for those ready to bust through
walls, change atmospheres, increase the territory, revolutionize the industry,
transform mindsets, and cover and protect themselves and their families in the
process of all their trail-blazing. Each Audacious Prayer is followed by a helpful
prompt that causes you to look more clearly at your surroundings and believe more
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fiercely in your purpose and God-designed destiny. You'll be able to record your
breakthroughs as they happen! Watch God Work!
How Humans Evolved through Fire, Language, Beauty, and Time
Give Your Kids the Keys
Find True Peace in Jesus
Private and Public Life in the Veneto
A Way Forward for Those Who Are Tired of Taking Sides
Reinventing Organizations
6 Powerful Currents to Saturate Your City for Christ

Every time humanity has shifted to a new stage of consciousness in the past, it
has invented a new way to structure and run organizations, each time bringing
breakthroughs in collaboration. The organizations researched for this book have
already "cracked the code." Their founders have fundamentally questioned every
aspect of management and have come up with entirely new organizational
methods. This book describes in practical detail how organizations large and
small can operate in this new paradigm.
"Against Heresies - Book IV" from Irenaeus. Bishop of Lugdunum in Gaul
(-202A.D.).
In this thoughtful and systematic exploration, Friesen and Stoner understand the
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Bible to be an extended argument about life, love and power. In the various
biblical texts, this argument presents two versions of the Hebrew god, one who
aligns with kings and the religious establishment, the other who makes a fool of
kings and aligns with everyday people. Through discussion of each biblical text,
the authors highlight how this argument plays out in the history of the Israelites,
the prophetic attempts to articulate an alternative to the nation-state, the life and
teachings of Jesus, and the multi-ethnic community that emerged after Jesus'
death. Written in a popular style, the book serves as a concise and sometimes
irreverent introduction to the entire Bible while demonstrating its immediate
relevance to the problems of violence, insecurity and injustice.
Audacious Prayers for World ChangersLive and Pray Out LoudCreateSpace
In a Pit with a Lion on a Snowy Day
Jesus Outside the Lines
Discover the Path to Your Life Purpose
Transcendence
Boldly Approaching Jesus with Radical and Audacious Prayer
Big, Bold, and Beautiful
Satanic Feminism
According to the Bible, Eve was the first to heed Satan's advice to eat the
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forbidden fruit and thus responsible for all of humanity's subsequent miseries.
The notion of woman as the Devil's accomplice is prominent throughout Christian
history and has been used to legitimize the subordination of wives and
daughters. In the nineteenth century, rebellious females performed counterreadings of this misogynist tradition. Lucifer was reconceptualized as a feminist
liberator of womankind, and Eve became a heroine. In these reimaginings, Satan
is an ally in the struggle against a tyrannical patriarchy supported by God the
Father and his male priests. Per Faxneld shows how this Satanic feminism was
expressed in a wide variety of nineteenth-century literary texts, autobiographies,
pamphlets, newspaper articles, paintings, sculptures, and even artifacts of
consumer culture like jewelry. He details how colorful figures like the suffragette
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, gender-bending Theosophist H. P. Blavatsky, author
Aino Kallas, actress Sarah Bernhardt, anti-clerical witch enthusiast Matilda Joslyn
Gage, decadent marchioness Luisa Casati, and the Luciferian lesbian poetess
Renée Vivien embraced these reimaginings. By exploring the connections
between esotericism, literature, art and the political realm, Satanic Feminism
sheds new light on neglected aspects of the intellectual history of feminism,
Satanism, and revisionary mythmaking.
Distinguished by its clarity and eloquence, this is a superior work of historical
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writing and analysis that merits comparison with the best monographs on the
social history of Renaissance Italy."—Gene Brucker, University of California at
Berkeley
When one person dares to speak her truth, it challenges us all to live our own.
With Red Hot and Holy, Sera Beak offers a provocative and intimate view of what
it means to get up close and personal with the divine in modern times. With a
rare combination of audacious wit, scholarly acumen, and tender
vulnerability—vibrantly mixed with red wine, rock songs, tattoos, and erotic
encounters—Sera candidly chronicles the highs and lows of her mystical journey.
From the innocence of her childhood crush on God; through a whirlwind of torrid
liaisons and bitter break-ups with Christianity, Buddhism, Sufism, Hinduism, and
the New Age; and finally into committed monogamy with her own Red Hot and
Holy Goddess, Sera shares transformative insights, encouraging us all to trust
our unique path and ignite our own spiritual love affair. Sera Beak's luscious
writing and renegade spiritual wisdom that slices through religious and new age
dogma made her debut book The Red Book a breakout success. With Red Hot
and Holy she offers a far more personal book—an illuminating, hilarious, and
above all utterly honest portrait of the heart-opening process of mystical
realization. This hot and holy book invites you to embrace your soul, unleash
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your true Self, and burn, baby, burn with divine love. Excerpt As a child, I was
madly in love with God. Gaga for God. In grade school, I used to write “I (heart)
God” at the top of all my homework assignments and in the margins of the notes I
passed to my girlfriends about which boys we thought were cute. Next to The
Little Princess, a children’s bible was kept on my bedside table for nightly
reading. Miracles? Prophetic dreams? Angels? Healing the sick? Sign me up for
those gigs! And every Thursday I believed J.C. dropped by my bedroom so I
could ask him personal questions and tell him which sister was annoying me the
most. I was magnetized to rosaries, prayers, and pyramids the way other kids
were to doughnuts, MTV and the Cabbage Patch Kids, and every time I saw a
religious figure (priest, nun, Buddhist monk, Hare Krishna) out in public, it would
take an enormous amount of willpower not to stalk them. When Career Days at
school would come around, my questionnaire would look a little something like
this: Favorite subject? God Favorite hobby? God What do you want to be when
you grow up? God (Okay, there was a brief time when I was six years old when
the answer to that last question was “an albino.” I thought albinism would make
me glow in the dark.) When I was a child, God was not a belief of a magical
Santa Claus type. He was as real as my heart. I felt Him (inside me). I recognized
Him (everywhere). I knew Him (personally). We hung out together, and I never
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wanted our rendezvous to stop. I only wanted us to draw closer. I assumed I was
experiencing what many Catholics refer to as “the call” to be a priest, so I matterof-factly informed my parish priests and Sunday school teachers of my future
vocation. They laughed, patted my head, and told me I couldn’t have heard the
call to be a priest because I had a vagina. Okay, they didn’t say that last part, but
believe me, it was implied. They did tell me that only men were allowed to be
priests because Jesus only had male disciples (to which Mary Magdalene juts out
her left hip and slaps her round cheek with The Gospel of Mary Magdalene). But,
of course, I could always be a nun.
Have you recently been released from your job? Has the entire industry you were
working in been eliminated? Are you now facing the fact that you now are back in
the job market? Does the whole idea of unemployment make you want to pound
your head up against a wall?I understand your dilemma. All this may cause you
to feel unstable about job opportunities and to worry that you will not find a job.
It's painful to have to file unemployment and hunt for a job. I have been there,
done that, but I came out better on the other side. I have great news! You have
Someone who is near, able to help you navigate your next career move. This
person knows everybody and understands all industries. All you have to do is talk
to Him regularly about how to find a new job. This book will bring you peace of
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mind and help calm your fears as you use the prayers to talk to the Master career
coach, God Almighty. It may seem unusual to you, but God is an expert in career
guidance. The book, "GOD, Please Help me find a Job! 21 Prayers for the Job
Seeker" will assist you in seeking the face of God so that you can make the right
decisions when it comes to job opportunities. This book will prompt you in prayer
until you find your own voice.There are several benefits to reading this book. The
first benefit is that you don't have to read it all at once. This book is meant to be a
pocket reference of prayers for the job seeker. Just pick a subject, read and pray.
It is just that easy to talk to God about your job search. He listens and He will
always respond with comfort.
Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West
100 Days of Believing Bigger
Adventures in Loving Your Neighbor
BK OF THE THOUSAND NIGHTS & A
The Unapologetic Art of Dreaming Big and Manifesting Your Most Fabulous Life
Enchanted Love
Lucifer as the Liberator of Woman in Nineteenth-Century Culture
First published in 1829, Walker's Appeal called on slaves to rise up and free themselves. The
two subsequent versions of his document (including the reprinted 1830 edition published shortly
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before Walker's death) were increasingly radical. Addressed to the whole world but directed
primarily to people of color around the world, the 87-page pamphlet by a free black man born
in North Carolina and living in Boston advocates immediate emancipation and slave rebellion.
Walker asks the slaves among his readers whether they wouldn't prefer to "be killed than to be a
slave to a tyrant." He advises them not to "trifle" if they do rise up, but rather to kill those who
would continue to enslave them and their wives and children. Copies of the pamphlet were
smuggled by ship in 1830 from Boston to Wilmington, North Carolina, Walker's childhood
home, causing panic among whites. In 1830, members of North Carolina's General Assembly
had the Appeal in mind as they tightened the state's laws dealing with slaves and free black
citizens. The resulting stricter laws led to more policies that repressed African Americans, freed
and slave alike. A DOCSOUTH BOOK. This collaboration between UNC Press and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Library brings classic works back into print.
DocSouth Books editions are selected from the digital library of Documenting the American
South and are unaltered from the original publication. The DocSouth series uses digital
technology to offer e-books and print-on-demand publications, providing affordable and
accessible editions to a new generation of scholars, students, and general readers.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
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most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
In this immersive and inspirational book, Grammy Award-nominated singer Kierra Sheard
shares her hard-won advice on body positivity, spiritual self-care, goal setting, finding your joy,
and living boldly in faith, empowering you to grab the life you’re meant to lead. Every one of us
was born to make a difference. But do you sometimes feel overwhelmed by the things the world
prioritizes, thinking you don’t match up or you don’t fit into the mold? Or do you wish you had
a more supportive family, or positive role models, or access to the things you need emotionally
and spiritually to keep going? Kierra Sheard sees you and will teach you how to: Identify your
goals, talents, and gifts so you can survive and thrive Deal with societal expectations and focus
on what really matters Truly love yourself and find out who you really are as an individual Live
your faith loud and proud Inside Big, Bold, and Beautiful you’ll find: Short and easy-to-read
chapters with deep advice for teens and young women on navigating life, and insightful
questions to help you find your path Illustrated feature pages containing stand-alone graphics
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that highlight key topics for easy reference when you need a boost An ideal gift for those who
need encouragement, as well as graduates getting ready for a new phase
Revival begins with God, but it's lived out through us. James Choung and Ryan Pfeiffer have
seen revival in their own ministries, with remarkable transformation in both individuals and
communities. They unpack what revival looks like, how Christians can anticipate it, and how
they can experience it, providing a model of revival leadership for Christians who want to
facilitate and spread revival in their contexts.
Red Hot and Holy
How to Survive and Thrive When Opportunity Roars
The Hobbit, Or, There and Back Again
Live and Pray Out Loud
Provincial Families of the Renaissance
Let Me See Thy Glory
Christian parents would love to connect their kids' lives with God, but most
do not have the tools they need to make God a moment-by-moment reality
in their family. In Give Your Kids the Keys, parents will find all they need to
integrate God's presence into every aspect of their family's life! They will
better understand the stages of their children's spiritual development and be
inspired by a holistic vision of their kids' potential to connect deeply with
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God at any age. And once they grasp the big picture of their family's life with
God, moms and dads will discover practical ideas for fun, meaningful
activities that will allow each family member to experience God's amazing
presence.
Offers guidance to reveal your hidden talents, abilities and gifts that are
waiting to be discovered in yourself.
“This book is not just a bargain, it’s a steal. It’s filled with practical, workable
advice for anyone wanting to build wealth.”—Mike Summey, co-author of the
bestselling The Weekend Millionaire’s Secrets to Investing in Real Estate
Anyone who seeks financial wealth must first learn the fundamental truths
and models that drive it. The Millionaire Real Estate Investor represents the
collected wisdom and experience of over 100 millionaire investors from all
walks of life who pursued financial wealth and achieved the life-changing
freedom it delivers. This book--in straightforward, no nonsense, easy-to-read
style--reveals their proven strategies. The Millionaire Real Estate Investor is
your handbook to the tried and true financial wealth building vehicle that
rewards patience and perseverance and is available to all--real estate. You'll
learn: Myths about money and investing that hold people back and how to
develop the mindset of a millionaire investor How to develop sound criteria
for identifying great real estate investment opportunities How to zero in on
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the key terms of any transaction and achieve the best possible deals How to
develop the "dream team" that will help you build your millionaire
investment business Proven models and strategies millionaire investors use
to track their net worth, understand their finances, build their network, lead
generate for properties and acquire them The Millionaire Real Estate
Investor is about you and your money. It's about your financial potential. It's
about discovering the millionaire investor in you.
Whether the issue of the day on Twitter, Facebook, or cable news is our
sexuality, political divides, or the perceived conflict between faith and
science, todays media pushes each one of us into a frustrating clash
between two opposing sides. Polarizing, us-against-them discussions divide
us and distract us from thinking clearly and communicating lovingly with
others. Scott Sauls, like many of us, is weary of the bickering and is seeking
a way of truth and beauty through the conflicts. Jesus Outside the Lines
presents Jesus as this way. Scott shows us how the words and actions of
Jesus reveal a response that does not perpetuate the destructive fray. Jesus
offers us a way forwardaway from harshness, caricatures, and stereotypes.
In Jesus Outside the Lines, you will experience a fresh perspective of Jesus,
who will not (and should not) fit into the sides.
Vintage Jesus
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A Journey Into Your Child's Unique Identity in Christ
Empowered To Do The Impossible
Your Guide To Become Audacious Prayer
Believe Bigger
Together with a Preamble, to the Coloured Citizens of the World, but in
Particular, and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America
A Heretic’s Love Story

This is the book that started it all! The basis for the smash hit Tony Awardwinning Broadway musical, Gregory Maguire's breathtaking New York Times
bestseller Wicked views the land of Oz, its inhabitants, its Wizard, and the
Emerald City, through a darker and greener (not rosier) lens. Brilliantly inventive,
Wicked offers us a radical new evaluation of one of the most feared and hated
characters in all of literature: the much maligned Wicked Witch of the West who,
as Maguire tells us, wasn’t nearly as Wicked as we imagined.
Do you ever wonder if you're limiting yourself? Do you feel as if you are getting in
the way of what God is doing? In this 100-day journey, the "Queen of Fresh
Starts" Marshawn Evans Daniels helps you identify what is stopping you from
living out your calling and invites you to have an open dialogue with God about
your ambitions, goals, and dreams. In these pages, you'll be encouraged to
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strengthen your spiritual confidence and venture into the unknown, knowing that
He's got you. This is your safe place to explore how to boldly go where God is
leading you. You are a one-of-a-kind creation, tailor-made for your true calling.
There are no limits with God-only possibility.
Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable in Your
sight. — Psalm 19:14 Do you long to deepen your intimacy with the Lord? To find
a sense of soul-steadying peace? To develop emotional strength? Then you will
need to pause long enough to be still and know He is God. Trusted Pastor Robert
Morgan leads us through a journey into biblical meditation, which, he says, is
thinking Scripture—not just reading Scripture or studying Scripture or even
thinking about Scripture—but thinking Scripture, contemplating, visualizing, and
personifying the precious truths God has given us. The practice is as easy and
portable as your brain, as available as your imagination, as near as your Bible,
and the benefits are immediate. As you ponder, picture, and personalize God’s
Word, you begin looking at life through His lens, viewing the world from His
perspective. And as your thoughts become happier and holier and brighter, so do
you.
Finally, a devotional designed with the extraordinary in mind! Audacious Prayers
for World Changers is written to match the intensity of the already bold and
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fearless believer while elevating the confidence and the faith of those looking to
behave more audaciously in their walk with God. Experience 31 days of powerful,
unabashed prayer based on God's most incredible promises. Audacious Prayers
was created to give Big Dreamers and Big Believers the Big Words to match their
Big Vision. This is prayer not for the faint-hearted but for those ready to bust
through walls, change atmospheres, increase territory, revolutionize industry,
transform mindsets and cover and protect themselves and their families in the
process of all their trail-blazing. Each Audacious Prayer is followed by a helpful
prompt that causes you to look more clearly at your surroundings and believe
more fiercely in your purpose and God-designed destiny. You'll be able to record
your breakthroughs as they happen! Watch God Work! About the Author: At first
glance, Jade Simmons, a renowned concert pianist might be a somewhat
unexpected author of a book about prayer. But it's "Classical Music's No.1
Maverick's" staunch belief in God's audacious purpose for her life that has led the
inimitable phenom to her trailblazing career. The former youth pastor, and current
member of the women's ministry leadership team at her home church in Houston,
TX is in the midst of a career that has spanned the Miss America stage to the
White House to some of the most prestigious venues and organizations in
classical music. Today, she also has the ear of those looking to do what she has
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done by turning their creative passions into profitable enterprise. Jade's belief
that her God-given ministry was bigger than Beethoven has afforded her
extraordinary opportunities outside of music to influence and impact on a grander
scale. Audacious Prayers was created to embolden us to become allergic to
status quo, to believe again in the supernatural and in the truth and hope of
God's big promises. This devotional gives us the words and the audacity to call
those promises forth in our lives.
God Is Able
A Guide to Creating Organizations Inspired by the Next Stage of Human
Consciousness
The Power of the Holy Spirit in Your Life
Owning the Woman God Made You to Be
Timeless Answers to Timely Questions
Agamemnon
Audacious
A twelve week study of Psalms 1-41 and Psalms 146-150.
In today's fluid culture, many churches are adrift--longing to
reach spiritually thirsty people, but failing to make an impact.
Have you noticed? Congregations are stuck or declining.
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Millennials and Gen Z are walking away. Volunteers and their
generosity are drying up. Is your city, town, or neighborhood
spiritually dry? Do you long to see more of the living water of
Jesus flowing freely through your community, generating a fresh
wave of ministry momentum? Buckle up: you're in for a whitewater
ride! Liquid Church tells the fascinating story of a New Jersey
church that began "on accident" and grew into one of America's
100 Fastest-Growing Churches, with over 5,000 in weekly
attendance and more than 2,400 baptisms to date. Their secret?
They harnessed the power of six powerful ministry currents
sweeping across North America including: special needs, creative
communication, ministry mergers, compassionate cause, radical
generosity, and leadership development. With powerful stories
and scriptural insights, backed by national research, Tim Lucas
and Warren Bird describe dozens of fresh ideas, new ministry
wineskins, and hard-won leadership learnings that resonate with
rising generations in today's "show-then-tell" culture. Each
chapter includes practical tools, real-life examples, and links
to "Other Churches Making Waves" with cutting-edge ministry
ideas designed to help saturate your city for Christ. Ready to
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dive deeper? Whether you serve a brand-new church plant, fastgrowing congregation, or an aging ministry ready for
reinvention, Liquid Church is an inspiring and practical guide
for leaders ready to reach their spiritually thirsty
neighbors--those who have given up on church, but haven't given
up on God.
Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives
comfortably in his hobbit-hole until the day the wandering
wizard Gandalf chooses him to take part in an adventure from
which he may never return.
In this accessible and practical guidebook, moms and dads will
encounter the biblical evidence for childhood spiritual gifts as
they look closely at the stories of David, Mary, Samuel, and
Jesus--all young people who demonstrated God's gifts at work in
their lives. Next, parents will begin to identify their
children's spiritual gifts through a uniquely designed
assessment tool. And finally, they'll discover specific ways to
help their children serve the Body of Christ through their gift
or mix of gifts.
Navigating Your Child to a Personal and Sustainable Faith
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Walker's Appeal, in Four Articles
Praying for Your Elephant
21 Prayers for the Job Seeker
The Mystical Power Of Intimate Relationships
Wicked
A Bold Adventure in Finding Purpose, Discovering the Real You,
and Loving Fully

The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night (1885),
subtitled A Plain and Literal Translation of the Arabian
Nights Entertainments, is a celebrated English language
translation of One Thousand and One Nights (the "Arabian
Nights") - a collection of Middle Eastern and South Asian
stories and folk tales compiled in Arabic during the Islamic
Golden Age (8th?13th centuries) - by the British explorer
and Arabist Richard Francis Burton (1821-1890).
2012 Midwest Publishing Association Crystal Book Award
honorable mention! Margot Starbuck is back with as much
passion and energy as ever. In thirty brief chapters, she
invites you to choose the adventure that fits who you are in
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authentically loving those around you. Yes, she knows: just
the thought of adding something more to your life sounds
exhausting. But here's the fantastic truth she's discovered
in her own journey: "We don't have to add lots more
overwhelming activity to what we've already got going. The
regular stuff of our lives—the commute to work and the
potlucks and home improvement projects and errands and play
dates—are the exact places in which we express and
experience God's love for a world in need." With a list of
resources, a study guide and a six-week "Adventure
Challenge," as well as plenty of stories and hilarity from
Margot's own life, Small Things with Great Love will open
your eyes to the people around you and the huge impact you
can have on them through small acts of love. "Small things
happen when I learn the name of my daughter's school bus
driver," Margot writes. "Small things happen when I listen
to the dreams of a woman who lives in a group home on my
block. Small things happen when I risk crossing a language
barrier even though I look really stupid doing it." And
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small things add up to big adventures and surprises, for you
and others. The biggest surprise of all might be how
powerfully God can use you, right in the midst of your
walking-the-dog, paying-the-bills, doing-laundry life, when
you're living out his love. Do the first small thing by
opening these pages—and let the adventure begin!
Get ready to re-ignite, re-imagine, and repurpose your
prayer life while experiencing great intimacy with God. This
is an invitation to identify your elephants—to name, through
specific and strategic prayers, the 100 most important and
audacious petitions you can imagine. These are the elephants
that—if answered by God—would be game changers in your life
and perhaps the world.
Reinvention strategist Marshawn Evans Daniels delivers a
practical and inspirational guide for women ready to reclaim
their lives and discover a higher purpose, demonstrating
that through disruption, life can become sweeter than you
ever imagined—Believe Bigger is “your most inspiring
girlfriend in book form” (Booklist). Marshawn Evans Daniels
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thought she was on the right path. She was an accomplished
business woman and high-powered sports attorney ready to
marry the man of her dreams—until she learned just days
before a fairytale wedding that he was cheating on her.
After this betrayal flipped her seemingly perfect world
upside down, she found herself craving significance, not
just success. Believe Bigger is about resilience, reclaiming
your life, and discovering how God uses rejection, hardship,
and unexpected circumstances to awaken something greater
within...if you’re willing to embrace disruption. You’ll see
her go from heartbroken and hitting rock bottom financially,
to building a multi-million-dollar faith-centered enterprise
and finding something super sweet along the way: a calling.
Through Marshawn’s own “very compelling personal story of
betrayal, heartbreak, and—in the end—healing” (Faith
Jenkins, TV personality and host of Judge Faith) will show
you how you too can turn pain into purpose. Believe Bigger
is “a great guide to making seemingly impossible dreams a
reality” (Michelle McKinney Hammond, bestselling author).
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Whether you are drowning in self-doubt and regret, feeling
stuck, or sensing a shift but unable to discern what’s next,
Marshawn’s Purpose Map outlining the 5 Stages of Divine
Reinvention will give you insight into your true gifts and
calling—and the courage to pursue them. You’ll see that
difficulties are not designed to devastate you, but to
ignite the bigger dreams, life, love, and abundance you were
destined for all along.
Living Water
GOD, PLEASE HELP ME FIND A JOB
Against Heresies Small Things with Great Love
A Way To Forever Change Your Lives: Audacious Prayers For
World Changers
The Millionaire Real Estate Investor
Discover Your Kid's Spiritual Gifts
From the perspective of the townspeople and the queen, Clytemnestra,
Agamemnon follows the emotional journey of grief, rage, and revenge.
Agamemnon had dedicated much of his life to a war that his brother started. He
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vowed to do whatever it takes to win—committing war crimes and killing
innocents. But, even in victory, Agamemnon feels unsatisfied and plagued by the
bloodshed he caused. Because of this, he decides to perform a ritual to clear his
conscience and regain the gods’ approval. After he fought for ten years in the
Trojan war, Clytemnestra eagerly awaited the return of her husband, King
Agamemnon. However, upon his arrival, she learns that he has sacrificed one of
her loved ones to the gods, in order to win their favor. Though Agamemnon
expressed slight remorse, he felt resolute in his actions, as he viewed the sacrifice
as a necessity. Already devastated, Clytemnestra is driven to pure rage when she
finds that Agamemnon also brought back a “spoil of war”, Cassandra, a Trojan
princess and prophetess, who has been punished by the god Apollo for refusing
his advances. Though she is able to see the future, she is cursed to be never
believed. Considered as Agamemnon’s war prize, Cassandra is trapped in the
kingdom, especially hopeless when she receives a vision of unescapable doom.
Meanwhile, as Clytemnestra settles in her grief and rage, she creates a plot for
vengeance, and much like her husband at war, is unconcerned about any
collateral damage. As the first installment of the sole surviving Greek trilogy,
Agamemnon is both a stand-alone piece and a compliment to later plays. With
symbolism and precise prose, Agamemnon by Aeschylus depicts the consequences
of warfare—both abroad and domestic. Featuring strong, dynamic, and welldeveloped characters and an emotional, dramatic plot, Agamemnon is an
enthralling perspective on the fates of famous heroes from Greek mythology. This
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edition of Aeschylus’ acclaimed tragedy, Agamemnon features a new, eyecatching cover and is reprinted in a modern, readable font. With these
accommodations, contemporary readers are encouraged to revisit this classic and
enthralling tale of revenge.
"Featuring all-new bonus material!"--Cover.
A charismatic visionary and transformational teacher offers a bold new look at
spiritual awareness providing the tools needed to live a life truly inspired by love
for a whole new generation. Kute Blackson comes from a long line of spiritual
leaders and works with people from all walks of life, offering his own uniquely
powerful process to transform lives from the inside out. His inspirational and lifechanging YouTube videos, seminars, and conferences are known throughout the
world, but it’s his trademark transformation experiences that sets him apart. The
intensive one-on-one and one-of-a-kind transformational mother of all trips is a
14-day, 24/7 journey into the heart of India where the client—armed with nothing
but a backpack, a change of clothes, and a journal—works with Blackson until he
discovers what he hasn’t yet found. Whether it’s about forgiveness, confronting
inner demons, letting go of self-hatred or the scars of the past, those hard-earned,
sweat-proof lessons Blackson instills in his clients are right here, in this book, You
Are The One. No need to pack your bags or renew your passport. So what are you
waiting for? For someone to save you? If so, you’re not alone. But it’s not going to
happen. Your parents won’t rescue you. Your friends won’t carry you. No one’s
coming. Know why? Everything you are seeking is within you already. Because
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you’re already here. You. Are. The. ONE. You Are The One is a reflection of
Blackson’s unique and distinctive thoughts, teachings, stories, and poetic
inspirations to help you access your true power and live boldly and fully in the
world—with no regrets.
The Psalms-Part I
The Finished Mystery
A Study of the Attributes of God
Reclaiming the Lost Art of Biblical Meditation
From Holy Discontent to Breakthrough Faith
Audacious Prayers for World Changers
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